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SUBJECT: CIA Programs to Induce Desertions and 
Defections in South Vietnam 

1. CIA conducts unilaterally or in coopera
tion with other agencies in Vietnam a wide gamut 
of defector inducement programs which range from 
the.pin-pointed approach to high-level VC cadre to 
broad propaganda appeals to enemy troops of all 
categories . 

Inducement of Desertions 

2. CIA and MACV jointly conduct a sizable 
program designed to induce desertion by VC and NVA 
soldiers. Through black radio and leaflets continuing 
efforts are made to lower the morale of the individual 
enemy soldier to the point where he realizes the 
futility of his situation and begins to seek an 
alternative to .inevitable death. Radio and leaflet· out
put emphasizes the endless sacrifice these soldiers 
are required to make, the awesome fire power they 
must face and the heavy· casualties their units endure. 
The privation caused by lack of sufficient food and 
medicine, the dissension between Northerner and 
Southerner·, the failure of the people of South Vietnam 
to support them except when forced to do so, and the 
failures and inadequacies of their own command and 
support structure are additional themes. Publicity 
is given to defections, particularly those involving 
high ranking officers and groups, and defectors are 
used in a variety of ways ·to attempt to induce the 
defection of their comrades. 
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3. The Station has also worked closely with 
MACV in the development of a program of awards 
utilized by both U.S. forces and the GVN to encourage 
defectors and to obtain information leading to the 
capture of VC/NVA leaders. Under the code name 
BORN FREE, a comprehensive program of rewards has 
been instituted to encourage defe-ctors and stimulate 
the flow of voluntary information. Other.programs 
providing related incentives include awar9s to 
ralliers for weapons turned in and monetary awards 
to RD cadre for capture of VC. The GVN Ministry of 
the Interior has a pacification fund separate from 
the.Chieu Hoi Program . ~hich provides rewards for 
capturing or ki.lling VC cadre. 

Contributions of PHOENIX 

4. The PHOENIX Program, formerly called ICEX 
(Intelligence Coordination and Exploitation), has 
now expanded sufficiently to permit its district 
centers scattered ' throughout South Vietnam to proceed 
with.sorne effectiveness in the defection field. The 
following order of priority has been established: 
Defection in place, inducement .to rally, capture, 
destruction of· infrastructure elements. In some 
areas the PHOENIX Program has progressed to the point 
where the ovince PHOENIX representative , 1.5(c) 

selects a province level VC political or 3.4(b)(1) 
af significant stature for concentrated 

attention to achieve his neutralization according to 
the foregoing order of ~riorities. This is designed 
to supplement the day-t~day . endeavor to capitali 
on intelligence to eliminate the infrastructure . 

Operational Support 

5. In addition to operational endeavors, the 
intelligence capabilities of the CIA Station provide 
a steady flow of useful in:formation_and analys.is which , 
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is utilized by the various components involved in 
the inducement of deserters and defectors. For 

. example, the ~National Interrogation 
Center (NIC) ~siderable volume of 
comment from prisoners and ralliers concerning the 
effectiveness of radio and leaflet operations. This 
data· provides insights useful for refining the content 
of these psychological operations to increase their 
effectiveness. The Station has provided a variety 
of papers on the character and life of the NVA 
sold~er in .South Vietnam and on his strengths and 
vulnerabilities which have been used in the planning 
of psychological operations. 

1.5(c) 
3.4(b)(1) 

1.5(c) 
3.4(b)(1) 

1.5(c) 
3.~(b)(1) 

. . 
7. The intense military pressures on VC and 

NVA military units .resulting in part from changed 
and more aggressive enemy military operations has 
~reated new operational opportunities and a somewhat 
.increased flow of hi le defectors . 

~· ' . : .. ; . . : . ·• . . ~-
I .. 
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Intelligence Operations 

. ... , .. 

9. In 1966, the CIA Station revamped 
to gain access for intelligence purposes to 
level leadership in the VC and to encourage 
from that leadership. Since that time, our 
have. resulted in vastly CIA knowl 
the top enemy leadership . 

Enemy Response 

its program 
strategic 
defections 
e:f:forts 

of 

10. The variety and extent of ·these various 
·programs resulted in 1967 in counter-action by enemy 
forces to reduce the desertion rate through more 
stringent. controls over their personnel and through 
intensified political indoctrination. One cause for 
the drop in Chieu Hoi rate in late 1967 appears to 
have been this enemy effort for greater indoctrination 
and tighter control. 

4 ' 
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Problems and Proposals 

11. Although the various programs to induce 
' defections and desertions are extensive, there remain 
many opportunities for improvement both in organiza-
tion and tactics . . The complexity of the pr·oblem 
creates difficulties in organizationand coordination 
which are not currently adequately met by existing 
procedures. Two mission council ~ommittees have 
responsibilities relating to this problem. One group, 
the Psychological Operations Commi~tee (chaired 'by the 
JUSPAO director) has not met for a year. The Prisoners 
and Detainees Committee confines itself almost exclusively 
to U.S. POW problems. An ad hoc psychological 
operations committee, consisting o~ representatives 
from the Embassy, MACV, JUSPAO and CIA has been useful . 

discussing the exploitation of cific · nities 

would appear des 
u~~e~;e-American working group to 

concentrate on defection inducement and to insure 
that appropriate techniques and procedures for 
handling high level ralliers are developed. There 

le 

is a continuing problem in insuring that new techniques 
in this field are reported to all echelons for 
implementation (a problem complicated by the rapid 
turnover in pe~sonnel). Various opportunities for 

1.S(c) 
3.4{b)(1 

action in this field .by the GVN have not been aggressively 
exploited. President Thieu, for example, could give 
personal publicity to recent ralliers and could .· " 
increase public attention and GVN support for the 
National Reconciliation Program by establishing a 
"Council on National Reconciliation". Opportunities 
available to enemy cadres who rally need to be 
publicized more vigorously since, despite ~onsiderable 
effort; recent evidence indicates that enemy personnel 
are not well-informed concerning these programs. 
Enemy indoctrination to the effect that capture will 
result in torture and death is apparently effective 
and must be neutralized not only by counter-propaganda 
but by practical improvements in GVN structure and 
practices to eliminate excesses which substantiate 
this indoctrination. CIA has cooperated in an effort 
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to develop more systematic procedures for processing 
.and ,adjudicating prisoners as one effort to this end • 

Summary 

1·2. In summary, the CIA contribution to defector 
and deserter inducement fa1ls into two broad areas: 
(1) a selective effort organized and implemented 
essentially by CIA to induce individual high level 
defectors, and (2) a broad variety of actions to 
support programs of other agencies in this field. 
Problems of coordination and management exist to 
some degree on the American side but there is a 
continuing and intensive search for new ideas and 
operational i~itiatives which is a·chieving some 
success. On the GVN side, at senior levels, there 
is a pattern of apathy and some opposition to programs 
which involve acceptance of enemy personnel back into 
the Vietnamese community without retribution. On 
lower levels there is a spotty but in general a 
cooperative attitude in pushing the various programs 
forward. 
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. 
lUDIC URGES VIokut{jN;;J,.GAINST •U.S.-PUPPET CLIQUE• 

Liberation Radio (Clandestine) in Vietnames~ . to South Vietnam 0930 GMT 30 Oct 70S~ 

I ~. 
[Text) Recently, under the label or the tor-the-people campaign, 
terrorizing and repressing the urbanites and grabbing their human 
resources, Vietnamese traitor Nguyen Van Thieu convened a meeting at VUr.g Ta· with his 
province chiefs and generals to discuss vhat he called regional community 
and regional collective security plans aimed at restoring peace, and ! 

~e U.S.-puppets' propaganda agencies emulated 1n publicizing his co 
and 

'lhe U.S.-puppets• bloody crimes in Son loW, Ba Lang .An, Xon oring, and Binh I>Qong, 
and the present so-called !or-the~people campaign or the ieu-Ky-Khiem cltque are 
part ot its cr~nal scheme. Faced vith increasingly hea ier defeats on all battle
fields, vith the rural compatriots• uprising movement ag nat the special pacification 
program, and vith the urbanites' increasingly strong st ggle movement to demand a 
better life, democracy, U.S. vitHdraval, restoration or eace, the to~tion of a 
coalition government, and so forth, the U.S.-Thieu-Ky- iem clique is panic-striCken. 
Like a horde ot gravely wounded vild beasts, the U.S . ~ ieu-Ky-Khi~m cliqua has . 
frenziedly terrorized our compatriots vith the cruele tricks. It has indiscriminately 
terrorized people from all strata, including •ven the Saigon National A~se~bly deputies. 

It was not fortuitous, asAP disclosed on 21 Octobe prior to .the 23 Oetober 
Vung Tau meeting, Thieu directed his subordinates t ff ctively eliminate any Viet 
Cong or any Viet Cong sympathizers, that is, the pr sives. ~anwhile tbe U S. 
r.pu=p~p.:.e.::.t:::.s.;..' ~p~sy.l..!::ch!.!.o:::.l=..o:::.gc.i=-c~a~l"'--'w~a~r,_,fua~reuo:.....JP~r._,oll.lp..,a!.!g:..!a..,n..,ciua._,a..,g"'r'"'-"uc.i~e .... s._.s .... p""r-"'e..,a..,.d...._.t"'h"'e-· ...._r:..,.,J .. c.,.o,.u.._r-=thua~t_a~s-'ma~n!.!.y~a~:s:?.-__ \ 

0 000 Viet Co cadres had infiltrated the ranks or the puppet administrat!ve machinery. 
Th1s 1 S i tr~ck aimed at preP!ring j?U lie Opinion l'or a ne\.1, I!ercef wave ! 
te-ror1zat1on rcpressipn. and internal purge~ 

Our people and the various strata of urbanites, includir~ those vho apppove peaee 
or who do not aide with the Tbieu clique, must heighten their vigilance tn the !ace 
or the ~xtre11el7 ~ruel new aeheme or the U.S.-'lhie'J.-X)'-Kheim clique 1n its death 
throes. It 1a obvious that, with the so-called co~ity development and collective 
security plana, vb1cb vere approved at the VUng Tau meeting, the U.S.-Thieu-Ky-Khier 
clique v111 cont,;nue to pile up many more bloody crimes against our people "in the ~al 
a.reas as well as in.the c.itiea. . 

.. , 
'./ 

· .. 

__ ,, 
I 
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U.S. bo~bs, shells, and poisonous chemicals •~11 continue to sow destruction and death 
over the villages and hamlets. Mean~o~hile, the so-called ''Phoenix n hooligan teams will 
search for and attack our people at a!l ipcr .. as"rl tem~c !!e. eeveP, •be rr S -Tb1ep-l{y-. 
Kb1ep clioue will intensivelY draft people and increase its r 1 11•a-¥ st-epgth on a large 
scale. It will intensively control the people, along with grabbing the compatriots• 

~('property and belongings through brazen, open piratical tricks and unpopular tax laws. 
At the same time, the U.S.-Thieu-Xy-Xh~em clique will step up an internal purge in a 
more wicked and fierce fashion. 

Our armed' forces and people deeply realize that so long as the Americans prolong their 
aggressive war and do not take home all their troops, and so long as the Thieu-Xy-Xhiem 
clique continues to survive, their crimes will continue to mount. As long as the u.s.
Thieu-!Y-!hiem clique exists, there can be no true peace, even for a day. 

Our people in the rural areas as well as in the cities vill resolutely struggle agains; 
the enemy to the end. The rural compatriots• strong uprising movement to frustrate the 
paci1ication plan, to annihilate hooligans, to smash their bondage, and to gain master
ship~ combined with the urban compatriots' movement to demand rice, clothes, peace, and 
the formation of a Saigon government without Thieu, Xy, and !hiem that will approve 
peace, independence, and neutrality and the improvement of the people's living conditions, 
is surging vigorously and broadly, effectively isolating the enemy and driving him into 
a quagmire. The enemy is merely a cornered wild beast. OUr people's strength is invin
cible. With this great strength or untiy, our armed forces and people are determined to 
smash all new pacification schemes of the enemy, to doom the U.S.-puppets'· Vietnamiz:ation
ot-the-war plan, and to adv~~ce toward complete victory. 

PLAF DEALS HEAVY BLOliS TO PACIPIC.ATION PROGRAM 

LIBERATION PRESS AGENCY (Clandestine) in English to Ea~t Europe and the Par East 1538 
GMT 31 Oct 70 B 

• •. 
{Text) South Viet Na.::l o·ctober 31 GPA--Despite the enemy'~ fierce attack~ on the liberated 
areas, the South Viet Nam armed forces ~~d people in this month overcame all ditficultie~ 
and hardship~ to step up their fight and dealt another heavy blow on the enemy ~special 
pacification" program. The enemy was driven into a defensive position on all battlefront5 . 

In the first days or October, the P.L.A.P. (in) C_a Mau, An Giang, Rach Gia and Can Tho 
provinces inflicted heavy losse~ on many puppet battalions in their raids in the areas 
of U Minh jungle, Nui Dai, Ba Chuc, N~i Cam, Mo So and Cai Cao. The liberation armed 
force~ 1n Quang Tri and Thua Thien provinces repeatedly attacked the puppet troop~ in 
the Coc Ba1 area and on October 7 forced all the puppet troops to withdraw completely 
.rrom this area. 

Thus, after 60 days and nights of relentless fighting, the liberation forces totally 
defeated all the four battalions of the lst Regiment or the puppet lst Divi~ion, put 
out or action more than 1,800 puppet troops. shot do•~ or destroyed on the ground 71 
aircraft and wrecked 14 heavy howitzers and a large number of war means. 
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The following is •. brie( ~,:,)of PHUNG HOMG activities/ 
developments in South Victna.r.t as rcd'lected in reports made 
to the 2nd Quarterly PHomnx Confcre!lcc held 25 July 1970: 

A. All provinces in UR-·1 reported some progress m~de 
in the application of spGcific targetinG techniques against 
the VCI; nautralizations as a result of specific targeting 
remain low, however, due principally to the in~ccessibility 
of tbe VCI. Other factors impeding PH1J~~G HOANG progress in 
MR-1 n-re: lack of tr~l.inec1 pcrscnnel and difficu~ty of launching 
specific targeting d~e to ralativ~ly sophisticated intelliccnce 
techniques required. The following districts are currently 
engaging in specific t~rgeting: · 

(1) Quang Tri: Hai LanG, T1·ieu Phong 

(2) Qu~n:; N~m: Ho2. Va11g, Dic!1 B;tn 

(:->) Thua Thien: Vinli. Loc, J'llu Thu 

( 4) Qll<~nz Ngai: Son Tinh, 'l'u Nghia 

(5) Dist:..·ict XII (Dan:-d1g City) 

Other districts vary in their efforts frc~ ''ineffective but 
'i.mp:r·ovir.g" to "110 effort o.t c;, ll ". The pace of judicial 
proc.ass il!g in 1~1<2 p1·ov ir.ccs of ?.:TI-1 has increased, largely 
due to tl!e en:p!1as :i.s pJ.C'.ccd 0r1 jt<d icicll processing by Lien ten~1•~ 
General LAE > Cc :oJi:-.~.nd inc~ GenC::rt=tl, ~iH-1. Tlwa Thien znd Qu~ng 
Nam Provinces 2ppe~r to havG the strongest psycholocical 
oper<\tions pro6r~.:ns in support of PELWG HOA1·IG efforts; ove1·nl1 
the Ps~rOps (:;f:fort :l.n P~~N.:."T I!0L l>IG for J,:?.-1 has b2cn on the incl' eC~sc 
A gcn2r2.l co1~sens1JC: of opiliion j_n J,Ifi-J hole! !:~ that. personnc:l 
who h~ve attended the PHUNG H0AEG Tr~ ~ning School are ~ore 
effil:ient in tlieir work th:•.n those ''.ho l1ave not atte1~decl . 
In all t!R-1 pr6vinces, more th~n 50% of the personnel in the 
Pll program ~.re school--traj r.ecl. At . t.h: prc::;cnt time, ~ progr~ J:i 

of instruction for cl?sscs in specific targeting and for the 
training of opc:ratiom.oo; off:i.c<'!rs :l.s bc:::Lng dr:::.-.m up by the ?.m-.l 
P:i.IOENIX offic.c. 

B. Lud.ng thC:: qu?.rter, ~-!R-2 I'EUNG H:1:~.NG ope rat ions 
~ccounted for 939 VCI killed, c&ptured or rallied, which 
constitutes ~ sli~ht i mprovcrnsnt over the previous quarter. 
The mo.st sigrJil'i~~: :1t j_ioipl'OV2Lient in the progr::d:l occurred in 1 )w 

&rea of . lGgnl p~o~~ssin~ of VCI detainees, thus helping to 
rc:ducG t 11~ b:-.cklog cf YCI c;:sc:::; h~ ir,G handled by the Prov ~t'c 

-c\)l\\t\~ 
~\)~( 

......... ' : ·.- .. .. · .·;· ~ 
·-~ 
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Security Co.mmittees. Binh Dinh Province cent inues to be the 
most effective province in MR-2, compiling totals for neutral
izations and captur~s which comprised 46% and 55%, respectively, 
of the MR-2 totals. The PHUNG HOANG programs of Quang Due 
Province and Cam Rnnh Special Sector have failed to produce 
any positive results during both the first and second quarters 
of 1970. O~erall, hlR-2 has a long w~y to go in the development 
of specific ta~geting practice3, and the development of the 
will on the part of GVN officials to employ them. The integratio: 
of ·the PHUNG HOANG progr?.m into the DGNP had 110 unusual impacts 
on the program at region, province or district levels, although 
the Regional N11tional Police director we>.s expected to exert 
a firm and useful hand over future PHffi~G HOANG activities. 
The U.S. Army 8th PsyOps Battalion and the Regional Joint 
PsyOps Center will help the PIIUNG HOANG Regional Office implement 
a regionwide publicity campn ign designed to i1Jform the general 
populace of the existence and mission of the PFUNG I~OANG 
program. The 14th class of the regional PHUNG HOANG School 
was graduated on 18 July 1970 and brings the total number of 
P/DIOCC personnel who have received training at the school to 
529. The region reports rather disappointing results with 
respect to GVN follow-up programs at insurin~ continued 
effectiveness in PIOCCs and DIOCCs, although the regional 
PHUNG HOANG coordinator believed thin~s would improve in 
this area over the next quarter. 

C. In hlR-3, 1,207 VCI were neutralized against nn 
objective of 1,200 during 2nd qu~rter activities, a signific2nt 
.increase over lst Qt~ar'Ler results. Imprcvem8nt resu 1 ted from 
the operations into Cambodia and the orders of the ?,!R-3 
ARVN Con::nander, LTG Do Cao TRI, directin~ full coordination 
and cooperation of all a~encies associ<:!ted \'.'ith the PHU!W HOA?\G 
progran in a concerted effort to exploit the successes of the 
C?.mbodian operations. The region:1l PEUJ-;G HOAl~G school graduated 
267 students, bringing the percentage of PHUNG HOANG-trained 
personnel in ~!R-3 to approximately 80%. Courses are desiGned 
not only for P IOCC/DIOCC personnel but n lso to acqtbnt Nat ion~ 1 
Police personnel with the program, in anticipation of their 
ultimate takeover. Co1nmHncl emph~s is from Reg ion level for t.hc 
PHUNG HOA1\G program continues to strengthen the progr;;m, 
particularly in the processing of VCI detainees. How~ver, 
such processing still continues at an uncertain pace in UR-3. 
The arrest accountability system has been parti~lly implemented 
but is not yet fully effective; some detainees are relensed 
at district level, almost · ili11aediately after capture. Othc1·s 
are never brought before the PSC so that their eventual dis
position is unknown. The Vietnamese arc being encour~gcd to 
more closely supervise PI-TUNG HO/,NG post-apprehension process in~~ . 
As to impact on locnl prograr.1s of the integrRtion of the Pllm:s 
HO.~NG p1·ogram into the National Police structure, the ~!R-3 

1~-... . 
(. ~,~~; .. ~ 
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PHOENIX Office requested PSAs to determine whether qualified 
police were· available to run the PIOCCs/DIOCCs. The ultim~te 
move to NP control is favored in 1.!R-3 but flexible timetables 
have been suggested so as to allow districts and provinces 
to properly manage the turnovers. Official recommend~tio;;::; 
made to LTG' Till were that the move to NP control be accOj!;plishcd 
as :h'P assets becom.e trained and available and that the end 
of Fiscal Year 1971 be established as the target date for 
cor.1plete tur·nover of the .MR-3 PIOCCs and DlOCCs. During the 
2nd Quarter, th~ MR-3 PHUNG HOANG publicity campa~gn was phased 
over to the nrocc; 49 different pesters identifying appl·oximately 
100 different personalities were produced. Mugbooks for two 
provinces have been published by the regional office in 
sufficient quantities for distribution to DIOCCs and VlOCCs; 
several other provinces have man::~.ged to produce mugbool~s f1·om 
their own resources. PlluNG HOA1'~G-related television anr.::n!n::::e
ments have been made in the Gia Dinh and Bien Hoa are~s. VCI 
organizational charts have been posted in at least one village 
in each province, with public appeals for information relat~d 
to positions and/or personnel; responses have thus far been 
disappointing. The regional PHOENIX coordii:!ator in MR-3 
considers the cooperation bet~een combat units and the 
PHOENIX/PHUNG HOhNG program to be truly outstanding. 

D. Total. VCI neutralizations increased in hlR-4 fron 
1581 for the first quarter to 2174 for the 2nd quarter; th0 
percentage of total neutrali~at5 .ons by sentencing incrc~38d 
·from 16% to 30$. The increase was, unfortunately, not du~ 
to increased targetir.g but was m;:>re likely attributable to two 
factors: (a) Decre:?.sed GVN activity in the lst Quarter due 
to the Tet holidays; (b) Increase in 2nd Quarter activities 
because of Cambodian operations. Attempts to improve specific 
targeting occupied a large part of the overall effort during 
this period. Instructional training was centered on specifi<: 
targeting, dossier preparatioh, and overt police-type investi~Rtiv 
techniques; emphasis has been on practical rather than tl1~or~tical 
techniques. Thus far, 192 personnel have been graduated from 
the course. For the first time, in many instances, these 
courses represented initial briefings for many DIOCC personnel 
on just what their responsibilities are and why they were 
assigned to their respective DIOCCs. Only one province 
(Kien Hoa) has been described as mr..ldng no attempts t-.vard::; 
specific targeting. The security situation in Kien lion ncccssitat 
almost a tot~l dependence on regul2r tactical operations. On~ 

provirice, An Giang, reported that the majority of its anti-VCI 
operations are specifically targeted; three other provinces, 
Ba Zuyen, Go Cong, and Vinh Long, conduct specific targetud 
operatious dO\'.'D to village-level. The other eleven provinces 
are all moving towards specific targeting in some degree. 

c.:-::: :~ 
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MR-4 emphas~zed that the results of such targeting, even 
where it does exist, are by no means achieving a high success 
rate; it is still the exception to actually neutralize the 
specifically targeted individual VCI mernLer, although other 
results may be achieved from the op2ration. Command emphasis 
for the progra~on the p~rt of GVN Province and District 
chiefs, and police chiefs at these levels, isstill a primary 
problem. Far too often, this co:ninand emphasis can best be 
destribed as lip service only, ·with a complete lack of follow
up to what m~y be vocally expressed in front of an inspectiou 
team from higher headquarters. The PHUNG IIOAFG School in Can 
Tho graduated 221 students during the 2nd Quarter; a total 
of 835 students have been trained since October 1969. One 
of the most noticeable occurrences of tbe past three months 
has been the upg1·ad ing of the Regional Pirm.·;G HOANG Center; 
what was once nothing more than an organization on paper 
h&s now become a viable, energetic control head~uarters for 
the Delta PHUNG HOA?;G prograa. Finally, the question of GVN, 
U.S., and FWi1iAF tactical unit interest and participation in 
the PHUNG HOAHG progra1n must be cor;:mented on in a negative 
manner. Participation is usually non-existent and interest 
in the progFam noticeably lackjng. Of the three ARVN divisions, 
the 9th is rated as cooperative in most cases. The 7th and 
21st Divisions app~ar completely uncooperative. Their actions 
range from co~pletc takeover of an area of operations, including 
physically tnking over a DIOCC and movin~ the staff out, to 
a total lack of COJ:lrnttnication v:ith PICCCs and DIOCCs. In 
the case of the 7th Division, even the American advisors 
appear to be uninterested in the PirLlEG HOANG program. The 
U.S. tactical units, limited princip~lly to U.S. Seal teams 
and gunship units also hnve exhibited limited interest in 
the program but it is expected that as they arc educated, 
improvement will occur. 

E. The thread woven throu~hout all the above re::ports, 
insofar as means whereby to r.;easure PHUl;G 1-IOAKG effectiveness 
are concel'ned, · w::u::;; that neutralizations ther:-,sclves are no 
yardstick to determine overall effectiveness. Most of the 
PHUNG HOA1~G coordinators notecl that only by li!easuring neutn~llzr...ti 
against the effectiveness of the vcr in influencing and controlling 
the population was an appropriRte method of evaluating the 
effectiveness of the PHUNG HOJJ·rG effort. 

K::· ·~~{ 
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INTELLI~ZNCE MEMORANDUM 

The Communist Infrastructure 

Introduction 

1. "Infra~tructure" is a term the US began using 
in the early 1960s to characterize the extensive non
military portion of the Vietnamese Communist organi
zation. Although its definition has never been fully 
resolved, it has usually been . interpreted to include 
enemy civilian personnel in South Vietnam engaged in 
·political, economic, propaganda, security, and other 
activities.* Its membe~ship has ranged from exec
utives of the Curren·t Affairs Committee at the na
tional level to low-level security personnel who 
serve in the hamlets. In territory under the con
trol of the Communists, the infrastructure includes 
the overt government; in areas that are contested or 
under South Vietnamese control, it exists covertly 
and has the primary goal of subverting the authority 

"and effectiveness of the -South Vietnamese government. 
. . I 

2.· The Phoenix/Phung Hoang· organization 7- the 
Allied effort targeted against the Communist civil 
cadre-- has defined the infrastructure as: " .•. the 
political and administrative organization through 

. which the Vietnamese·Comrnunists seek control over the 
people of the Republic of Vietnam. It embodies the 
Communist Party control structure and the leadership 
and administration of front organizatl.uns from 
national through hamlet level. It includes individuals 
who are members or probationary members of the Viet-

.:- narnese Communist Party and those non-c;ommunist members 
::. who perform an enemy cadre function." The definition 
·\ .. has been open to br.oad interpretation. 

~ The Appendiz gives a short·deecription of the 
Communist non-military organization~ 

. . . 

Note: This memo2•andum tJas produced s"olf!! Zy by CIA~ 
It tJas prepared by the Office of Economic Research 
and coordinated tJith .the Office of Current Intel
ligence~ the Office of National Estimates~ the 
'irector's Special Assistant for Vietnamese Affairs~ 
and th~ ·Clahdestine S~rv~ces. 
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3. Some analysts have ·thought of the infra
structure in terms of a broad definition which 

. would include all non-military personnel who serve 
' the Communists in any capacity. An estimate based 
on such a definition would be considerably larger 
than those discussed below. Oth~rs have thought 
of the term as applying to the key, or "cadre," 
elements of the organization in order to exclude 
persons of lesser importance, most of whom are not 
Party members. In describing the extensiveness of 
the organized insurgency ba~e, the former concept 
is in order. However, the Party or the narrower 
key personnel element is the more - appropriate con
cept for mos_t of our countersubversive activities. 
The Phoenix definition attempts to approximate the 
narrower definition. 

Size 

4. In addition to the conceptual . prob-lem, the 
complexity of the Viet Cong non-military structure 
and the widespread use _of part-time wo;ker~ have 
made it extremely difficult to arrive at estimates 
of the size -of the infrastructure. "Largely because 
of these difficulties, no consistent meaningful 
definition has been developed. US analysts and 
organizations have tended.~o use several different 
methodologies for estimating the infrastructure, 
·depending on their purposes . . All of these defini-
tions have tended to exclude low-level and pa~t
time non-Party personnel. They have also largely 
excluded the Communists'· covert assets located in 
South Vietnamese territory. 

_ · s. The current Yhoenix estimate .of VietCong 
infrastructure (VCI) is 67,000. The primary pur
pose of the Phoenix-working definition is as a 
management tool to "control" the quality of infra
structure eliminations reporting. To this end, 

· Phoenix divides possible ·vci into three catego
· ries --A, B, and C - roughly . according to their 
us_efulness to the Communists • cause. - The estimate 
excludes the C category. The estimate also ex
cludes most of the subversive personnel operating 
in terri tory controlled by th_e South Vietnamese 
government. 

6. The Phoenix estimate of 67,000 is largely 
based on reporting from the districts. _ Unfortunat~ly , -

- 2 -
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criteria for counting infrastructure personnel vary 
considerably by area. In one province in 'the Delta, 
for example, the local Phoenix estimator counts 
only security police. In others, there i~ consider
able confusion as to what constitutes a "cadre." 
Furthermore, no province attempts to enumerate Viet 
Cong cadres who operate in territory controlled by 
the South Vietnamese government. 

7. A CIA estimate of 80,000-100,000 was made 
1n early 1968. This estimate, based on extrap~la
tions from a · limited number of captured docum~nts, 
counted all full-time civilian workers 'at district 
level and above and large numbers of part-timers 
at the village and hamlet level. Like the ?hoenix 
estimate, the CIA estimate did ·not attempt to enu
merate Viet Cong cadres in GVN territory. 

Trends in Strength 

8. It is not possible to show numerically 
whether the strength of the infrastruct~re is going 
up or dowri. The main reason for the difficulty is 
that definitions and accounting procedures have 
changed so frequently -that there is no compatible 
series of statistics over the past five years. 
Nor is there a relationship __ between overall infra-

. structure estimates and neutralization totals. A 
recent cable from the field pointed out that "even 
in those instances where the Special Police main
tain sound basic files on the VCI, there is se~dom 
any uniform arrangement for recording neutraliza
tions, for cross-checki ng information with police 
in neighboring villages or districts, · or for for
mally exchanging data with National Police head
quarters in Saigon.n 

9 •. Phoenix neutralization statistics --which 
show 19,500 VCI "killed, cap·tured, or rallied" in 
1969, as compared with 15,776 in 1968 -- are mis
leading for several reasons. The killed often in
clude persons improperly identified. Many of the. 
captured are frequently released after a short 
period ·of detention. Many listed as defectors are 
actually false ralliers sent by the Communists into 
Chieu Hoi centers in order to obtain legal GVN · 
identification papers. On the other hand, the. 
neutralization figures include many important Com
munist agents who are not by definit i on part- of 
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the infrastructure. Furthermore, large numbers of 
cadre who are killed or quit do not show up in the 
neutralization data. Nonetheless we believe that 
experienced analysts can use the neutralization 
data alon_g \vi th information from captured documents, 
prisoners, and defectors to gain insight into the 
magnitude and quality of personnel being lost by 
the Communists. , _ 

10. These materials provide an adequate body 
bf evid~nce which makes it possible to draw sbme 
general conclusions about non-military strength 
trends during the past several years. According 
to captured documents and prisoner reports, some 
elements of4the infrastructure underwent expansion 
prior to the 1968 Tet offensive -but incurred heavy 
losses through exposure during and after Tet. The 
accelerated pacification and Phoenix programs, which· 
went into high gear in late 1968, placed increasing 
pressur~ on the infrastructure. All factors con
sidered, there is . general agreement that the overall 
strength of the non-military portion of the·vcr has 
declined in the past two or more years. Although 
most of the decline appears to have occurred at 
the village and hamlet echelons, there is also evi
dence of attrition at the district and province 
levels. 

11. The most persuasive evidence comes from the 
Communists themselves in the form of captured pocu
ments, prisoners, and defector reports. A recent 
report, purportedly reflecting the views of COSVN, 
indicated that the Communists regard the Phoenix 

-and the accelerated pacificat{on programs as the. 
most effective threat to the infrastructure the 
Allies have mounted so far. This same report, 
covering the period from Tet 1968 to September 
1969, stated that great numbers of cadres had been 
killed and captured, and an especially large number 
had defected to the GVN. 

12. The documents indicate the Communists are 
hurting worse in some areas than in others. They 
have been hit hardest in Saigon itself. From 
October. 1968 to April 1969, six of Saigon's nine 
Precinct Party Committees were rolled up by the 
Special Police. Recently captured documents indi
cate that the Saigon operations of COSVN 1 S Strategic 
Intelligence Office (SIO) which runs high-level 

•. 
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penetrations in the So~th~etnamese government 
were seriously curtailed last year. A document of 
early 1970, for example; stated that a fifth of the 
sro Is assets in Saigon 11 \vere arrested or had de
fected" during 1969, that two-fifths v1ere withdrawn 
from the ~ity because of compromise or improper 
papersr and that only. two-fifths continued to op
erate as before. Among those arrested were at 
least one member of the National Assembly 1 b.;_o 
South Vietnamese Army majors \vho .had served in the 
National Police Special Branch~ an ex- deputy police 
chief of Hue, the ex-assistant ·head of the counter
intelligence branch of ARVN's Military Security 
Service (HSS) 1 and a special assistant in the office 
of President Thieu. The buffeting the Communist 
stru·cture ha~ received in Saigon is apparently re
flected in the decline in the · rate of terrorist 
incidents there. The incident rate in. the city is 
now the lowest it has been for · several years . Evi-
dence of a similar decline in fortunes has been 
received from Da Nang. 

13~ Although the government probably has done 
better in cities than in the ·countryside in wrapping 
up cadres, there is considerable evidence that the 
infrastructure has been hurt in many rural areas. 
Reports put out by Communist Security Sections in 
several provinces have complained of GVN inroads. 
For example~ a security report of Janu~ry 1970 from 
VietCong Can Tho Province in the Delta stated , that 
the GVN had obtained "significant pacification -re
sults" in the province in the last three months ·of 
1969 and that large numbers of cadres as well as 
guerrillas had defected. 

__,., 
14 .. To help make up for VCI personnel losses, 

Hanoi has continued to send civilian personnel to 
South Vietnam 1 and the share of northerners in L~e 
VCI has grown.* According to Phoenix reporting 1 

~ There is a tendency to conclude that the us~ of 
North Vietnamese in Communist infrastructure is a 
sign of weakness because northerners cannot be as 

_effective in the south because of regional animos
ities. There is evidence~ however~ that a large 
North Vietnamese presence in the infrastructure 
does not necessarily diminish the proselyting po
tential of the local apparatus. f.fany northern 
cadres perform important technical and political 
functions which do not entai Z much pub lie exposure. 
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between 20% and 30% of cadre slots in Phu Yen are 
now filled by northern~rs. A recent high-level 
defector estimated early this year that as of late 

- 1969 some 30,000 civilians had· come south. Other 
information lends credence to his claim. 

lS. Local recruiting of Party members has 
clearly fallen off in most regions, yet reports 
indicate that it is still going on, even in . areas 
.under nominal government con~rol. A report f.rom 
III Corps claimed that in one pacified village, 
where every hamlet contained ·a GVN outpost,'the 
Party recently recruited 55 Party members. The 
same report alleged that the Party has not lowered 
its membership standards; however, there is some 
evidence that standards may have slipped in the 
effort to staff depleted rariks. 

16. In any case, the true strength of . the 
~nemy's infrastructure is less a matter of gross 
numbers than the quality of these personnel and 
the environment .in which they operate·. For example I 

of the estimated 20,ooo · military proselyting agents, 
only about 10%-20% are Party members. Of the total, 
about one-half are carried on the Communist roles 
as "sympathizers." These personnel will be greatly 
affected by trends in the __ overall situation. 

&/ 17. The . damage inflicted on the infrastructure 
in the past two years should not be exaggerated. 
Many developments counted as gains also have nega
tive implications which should be weighed in1 a· 
final assessment. Although several important pene
tration agents have been arrested in Saigon, their 
very presence demonstrates the effec~iveness of 

· the .enemy's espionage and subversive systems. 
Furthermore, the gains of the pacification program 
remain highly perishable in many areas, as evidenced 
from recent experiences in Binh Dinh and Phu -Yen 
Provinces, where the Communists appear to have 
reversed positive trends almost overnight. The · 

· · pacification program may in fact contain seeds of 
its own weakness •. As large numbers of people come 
under GVN control, many inevitably are vulnerable 
to the underground "legal" network that the Corrunu
nists are attempting to enlarge. 

- - 6 -. '· 
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Prospects for the Future 

. . 18. The Communists' ability · to maintain or ex
pand their structure depends on a number ·of factors, 
of which the overall course of the war is primary. 
When thirrgs go well for the Communists, replace
ments ·are easier to come by; ·when the opposite is 
true; they"are harder to find. Whether the Viet 
Cong structure grows or contracts also depends on 
the enemy's strategy for fighting the war. When 
the Communists stress main force warfare, battle
field ·losses are high, and the non-military as · well 
as the military organizations suffer for competent 
cadres. When the enemy ass~es a low battlefield 
profile, as he has done for the past year and a 
half, the Communists have greater freedom to shift 
trusted personnel from the military to the political 
arenas of the conflict. Finally, the size and 
quality of the Communists' non:...mili tary st·ructure ·· 
depends in part on the level of civilian infiltra
tion from North Vietnam • . The . future viability of 
the Communist Party structure in the· south over 
the .next year is discussed below in terms of a 
number of alternative assUmptions. 

Case I 

. 19. This case -assumes that ~easefire occurs 
and both NVA and US troops regroup or withdraw. 
Both sides are free to use · political action prQ
grams to improve their relative positions. During 
this period~ pacification at least holds its o~n 
or makes some slow progress; . economic and political 
conditions remain serious~ but no w~rse than they 
are ·today. 

Discussion 

20. Under these circumstances the Allies' greatest 
asset -- its offensive military force -- would be 

. ·neutralized while the Communists. would ·have their 
· subversive structure intact. The relaxation of 

Allied military pressure would make it easier for 
.the enemy to mount operations in GVN territory. 
It would also encourage large .numbers of persons 
to return to their homes in Viet Cong territory 
where they would be prime targets for enemy pros
elyting efforts. Because the Communists would be 
able to transfer large numbers of cadres from ~heir 
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military forces, the infrastructure would probably 
expand in size and quality. The Military Pros
elyting Section, Security Section, the Political 
Struggle Apparatus, and components of the Civilian 
Proselyting bureaucracy '\vould almost certainly ex
pand the most. In addition, there would be a tend
ency tosend increasing numbers of cadres into GVN 
territory. 

~ 

21. At the same time the various components of 
the Party structure operating in GVN territory 
would probably become more vulnerable as th& expo
sure of Communist cadres increased. The - extent to 
which the GVN could take advantage of the increased 
vulnerability is difficult to predict, however. 
Assuming the most optimistic of plausible assump
tions -- as this case does -- there might be some 
further attrition of the structure a year after 
the ceasefire. Even so, the hard core would cer- .. 

. tainly remain intact and reasonably . e.ffecti ve. As 
one moves away from the most optimistic set of 
assumptions, the prospects for the enemy's infra
structure greatly improve. Furthermore, there i·s 

--= 

the psychological effect of a US withdrawal from 
South Vietnam. Unless the GVN is able to maintain· 
momentum and improve its image, the Communists' claim 
that they had forced the withdrawal of the foreign 
army might well be regarded a~ credible by the 

.population. In this case, the Party structure 
would almost certainly be larger, more aggressive, 
and more highly motivated than it is today. ' 

I 

Case II 

22. This case assumes that there is no cease
fire but that US troops continue to ~ithdra~. ·As 
under Case I~. it is- assumed that pacification at 
least holds its o~n .or makes some slo~ progress; 
economic and political conditions remain serious) 
but no ~orse than they are today. 

Discussion 

23. ·The principal difference bet\veen this Case 
and Case I -- which assumes a ceasefire -- is that 
the Allies would have the co~tinued use of their 
strongest asset, their ~ain forces. These would 
continue to be used to support pacification by 
provid~ng a shield again~t enemy main forc~s. 

·~·~rr 
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24. · The assumption that pacification at least 
holds its own or makes some slow progress is a crit
ical one, not only in -terms of the situation ·in 

•· general, but also in terms of .the continued strength 
and viability of the infrastructure. In the VSSG 
paper, The Situation In The Countryside, 13 May 
1970, it was concluded that the presence of the US 
maneuver units was a critical factor in the control 
situation and that as a result of US troop ~educ- · 
tions over the next year, GVN control losses were 
.almost certainly to take place in several heavily 
populated key provinces. Overall, we were ~ot op
timistic that the GVN could significantly increase 
its control over the countryside during 1970. 

25. Two developments since these conclusions 
were reached seem significant. First, the Commu
nists' local assets (Local Forces, Guerrillas, 
and infrastructure) have been successful in main-·· 
taining high levels ~f'terrorism, harassment, and 
propaganda in many contested and nominally GVN
controlled areas. Evidence of ·a determined effort 
to maintain and ·augment · these local assets· with 
main force personnel continues to come in. This 
suggests that the Party structu~e may b~ holding 
its own. 

26. The second development is the Cambodian 
situation -- both the Communist effort to topple 

'the Lon Nol government and the Allied operatiqn 
which has upset or impeded Communist plans. The 
situation in Cambodia not only has diverted sub
stantial numbers of VC/NVA main force troops from 
operations in South Vietnam, but ~l?O has resulted 
in some unanticipated levies for financial, · mate
riel, and personnel resources. Thus 'the immediate 
effect of the changed situation in Cambodia has 
been to' reduce the c~pabilities of the Party struc
ture at least in the shor.t term. What effect .Cam
bodia will have on the infrastructure over a longer 
period is impossible to predict. Much will depend 
on the ability of the GVN to overcome its funda
mental shortcomings and on the viability of the 
Lon Nol government: - · 

27. Another difference between this Case and 
Case I -is the continued requirement by the Commu
nists to maintain military forces in order to 
counter the Allied armies . The Communists would 
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be unable to augment the infrastructure freely with 
cadre from the military. Second, the threat posed 
by Allied offensive activities against base areas 
would make it more difficult for them to mount 
political, subversive, and terrorist activity. 
Finally, refugees -- and, for that matter, ARVN 
soldiers ~- would be less prone to return to their 
homes in Viet Cong territory. All of these aspects 
would make it difficult for the Communists to ex~ 
pand the infrastructure. 

28. If one assumes that GVN security forces 
. improve and that no major dislocation occurs --

such as a coup, or a Communist takeover in Cam
bodia-- one could imagine a · situation in which 
the Communist Party structure would continue to 
find itself with many of the same problems it has 
now: attrition of its cadres and a reluctance on 
the part of the South Vietnamese people to.cooperate 
with it actively. Even under this assumption, it 
is likely that the hard-core of the Communist infra .... 
structure, including a large part of · the subversive 
apparatus within the government, would continue to 
operate, although not as effectively as before. 

29. However, the continuing· withdrawal .of us 
troops makes the Allied main forces a dwindling 
asset. It is prob~le that··in ~ose areas where 
us - maneuver units leave, the infrastructure will 
be able either to maintain the status quo or to 
improve its prospects. These prospects would be 
heightened if US withdrawals were accompanied ~y 
political turmoil in South Vietnam, a collapse of 
the present regime in .Cambodia, or a worsening of 
South. Vietnamese economic problems . 
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Communist Non-Military Organization 

·In running the Communist organization, the Hanoi 
Politburo sees Vietnam as · a single country, the ~rea 
south of the · l7th Parallel being as much its re
sponsibility as the Vietnamese provinces north of 
the DMZ. However, because of the difficulty in ex
ercising its authority over the southern reaches of 
South Vietnam, Hanoi in late 1960 created an advance 
headquarters which US analysts call the "Central 
Office of South Vietnam" (COSVN) • * COSVN directly 
controls. operations in the southern half of South 
Vietnam (that is, everything -south of the southern 
border of VC Region V). Hanoi -maintains more direct· 
control of operations in the northern ~alf of the 
country. Whether under the direct control of Hanoi 
or of COSVN, the Communist structure is generally 
the same both in its vertical and horizontal- organ.i- · 
zation. 

.· 
There are six echelons in the Communists' organi

zational structure: (1) national, (2) region, (3) 
province/subregion, (4) district/city, (5) village, 
"and (6) hamlet. At each echelon of command, there is .a Viet Cong structure respon.sible for the peJ;"
formance of all the functions of government, rang
ing from public health to .internal security. At 
district level and above' . the agencies are formal·, 
highly structured, and manned by full-time personnel. 
In the villages and harnlets, . the organization is 
relatively loose, is staffed mostly by.part-timers, 
and does not always include all components. 

Within the structure, orders are transmitted 
from upper to lower echelons through two channels . 

..,_Th~ first is the Party channel which starts at the 
··ltoli tburo in Hanoi and extends through the Party 
:..Current Affairs Committees .of the lower echelons. 
,~ directive decreeing a major policy change would 

~ "Cen traZ Office of South Vie'tnam" . is a mis trans Za
tion of a Vietnamese phrase meaning "Central Office 
of the Southern Area." 

11. -
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move through the Party channel. The second command 

.·.channel is administrative. Each specialized 
±~ureaucracy uses its own administrative channel to 
<give ins.tructions to and exert control over its sub-
ordinates. An example of an administrative order 
would be a police directive traversing the security 
apparatus chain of command from the Ministry of 
Public Security in Hanoi to regional or provinc1al 
security sections. 

At each· echelon, the Co~unist organization con
sists of a number of agencies. In Hanoi, they are 
called Ministries and .Departments. At COSVN . and other 
echelons in the south, they are most often called 
"Sections." A typical Communist organization at the 
province level consists of the following elements 
(see the chart) : 

~-:.~-
~; ·-.: 

i~:? : 

a. The Current Affairs Commrttee, · 
which direct? the province's day
to-day activities. It is made up 
of about half a dozen senior cadres·, 
including the Party Secretary, the 
he·ad of the Security Section, and 
the chief of the echelon's mili
tary forces. 

b. The Administrative Office, which 
handles the Current Affairs Com
mittee's correspondence. 

c. The Organization Section, which 
is the Party personnel office • 

. 
d. The Finance and Economy Section, 

·which contro1s the Viet Cong economy' · · 
collects taxes, and deals with other 
financial matters. 

e. The Forward Supply Council, which 
oversees the recruitment and deploy
ment of civilian laborers and related 
logistic problems within the province. 

f. The Civil Health Section, which 
supervises civilian clinics and health 
services. 

-· 12.-
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g. The Political Struggle Section, 
which tries to foment disorders in 
territory controlled by the South 
Vietnamese government.* 

h. The Propaganda and Training 
Section, which controls the school 
system, publishes newspapers and 
pamphlets, and runs propaganda cam
paigns. 

i. The Security Section, which runs 
the Viet Cong police and controls a 
counter-intelligence espionage net
work within ·South Vietnamese security 
and intelligence organs. 

j. The Military Proselyting Section, 
which runs the subversive effort 
against South .Vietnamese military and 
security o~ganizations. 

k. Th-e Civilian Proselyting bureauc
racy, which tries to persuade South 
Vietnamese citizens to support the 
Viet Cong cause. It does so through 
such organizations as the National 
Liberation Front and the' Alliance of 
National, Democrati~, and Peace Forces. 

... 

All but three of the above components opera~e in 
both Viet Cong and GVN territory. The exceptions 
are the Current Affairs Committee, its Administra
tive Office, and the O~ganization ·Section. These 
compon·ents almost invariably stay in terri tory under 
Viet Cong control. The headquarters elements of the 
other components are also stationed in .Viet Cong 
territory. 

-~~- ~ .. · .. 
~_.: _ · Obviously, some components of the in_frastructure 
;are· more threatening to the South-Vietnamese 
~#-~' 

"' Not aZ'L areas have format. Po}i.tiaaZ Struggle Sea
ti.ons. In areas where they do not ezist~ their 
funations are performed by other elements. They are 
more aommon in the northern half of the aountry than 
in the south. 
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government than others. Of those listed above, the 
most dangerous are the Security Section,* which 
c~tains some of the Viet Cong's most efficient and 
ruthless cadres, and the Military Proselyting Sec
tion, which has an extensive agent network within 
the South Vietnamese armed forces and security 
agencies. 

. , 

I 

-~< -• . . : :;,_~_ .. . . . . . . 
:. -

.. 

! . ~he Security Sect~on provides a typi~al example 
jf the problems in defining phe VCI. The Security 

-Sections maintain quasi-military armed Security units 
~hich could reasonably be counted as part of the 
enemy combat forces. 

\(4·-. . 
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16 December 1968 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Assessment of the PHOENIX Program 

I. SUMMARY 

A. The attack on the Viet Cong infrastructure (VCI) has made 
encouraging progress, but has not yet produced a significant reduction 
of the Communists' ability to carry out essential activities. VCI 
operations have been disrupted in several geographic areas; an increasing 
Chieu Hoi rate points to morale problems -- at least among lower ranking 
personnel; and a noticeable attrition has resulted f rom a combination of 
losses in combat and from anti-infrastructure .activities. 

B. VCI attempts to revitalize and strengthen their organizations 
in the major cities often have been disrupted by aggressive police work. 
But government intelligence on the VCI and targeted operations a gainst 
their activities diminish significantly as one gets further from the secure 
urban areas. What losses the VCI has suffered apparently have not 
unduly hampered its functioning. Recent moves have been made to stream
line the infrastructure by reclassifying cadres according to their effective
ness and by transferring numbers of low level or inefficient c a dres into 
military units. It seems that VCI personnel losses are not approaching 
the critical stage , nor do they appear likely to do so in the near future. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Communist Political Activity 

l. At least since the initiation of the 1967-68 winter -
spring ca1npaign, but more noticeably since the advent of US/NVN 
negotiations in Paris, Communist political activity in South Vietnam 
has received greater emphasis. Current indications portend an 
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even more intensive Communist political effort designed to 
give the appearance of legitimacy to their position in South 
Vietnam, to disrupt US/GVN pacification programs, and to 
undermine and displace ~he GVN political structure. 

2. Generally speaking, Communist political activity 
1s concentrated in four major fields: 

a) The organization of Liberation Committees 
and councils throughout South Vietnam; 

b) A re-emphasis of the major importance of 
the guerrilla and militia role in Peoples Revolutionary 
warfare, and reconstitution of guerrilla forces depleted 
or upgraded to regular status in support of the Tet and 
subsequent military offensives; 

c) Improving the security and streamlining the 
organization of the infrastructure (VCI) from district 
level down; this is supported by an increasing VC 
espionage and counterintelligence effort directed against 
US/GVN operations which focus on the infrastructure 
plus the purge, reclassification, or transfer to military 
status of unreliable, ineffective, and poorly motivated 
political cadre; and 

d) Allaying 11illusions of peace" by emphasizing 
the proximity of victory and the need to prepare for a 
(decisive) 1968-69 winter-spring offensive. 

B. Liberation Committees 

1. Liberation Committees deserve special attention. 
The Communists are continuing their push to create Liberation 
Committees and councils throughout South Vietnam. As of 
7 December 1968, 1, 835 Liberation Committees had been 
reported by various sources. Of these, 1, 069 were reported 
by specific location and 376 were identifiable in the COMUSMACV 
Hamlet Evaluation Survey (HES). Countrywide, the identified 
hamlets and villages reported as having Liberation Committees 
are rated by HES criteria as: 65 percent in VC controlled areas, 
15 percent in contested, and 15 percent in relatively secure 
areas; unevaluated or abandoned hamlets constitute the remaining 
five percent. 
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2. Liberation Committees represent the final step 
in the VCI take over of villages and hamlets; they bridge the 
gap between covert and overt government. It is through these 
bodies that the Communists intend to claim control of the 

. . '( 'J 
• . , ;,.- ,; ; lt 
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countryside. 

C. Phung Hoang (PHOENIX) 1968 Goals 

1. The three stated goals of the Phung Hoang program 
for 1968were: 

a) To es t ablish permanent offices or Province 
Intelligence and Operations Coordination Centers (PIOCCS) 
in each of South Vietnam 1 s 44 provinces (and three 
autonomous cities). 

b) To establish 200 District Intelligence and 
Operations Coordination Centers (DIOCCS) . 

c) To neutralize 12,000 VCI members. 

2 . As of 5 December 1968, 41 permanent offices /PIOCCS, 
three CIOCCS (City Intelligence Operations Coordination Centers) 
and 217 DIOCCS -- 173 of the last with U.S. advisors-- had been 
established. Moreover, during the period 1 January- 31 October 
1968 (November data is not yet available) 11, 066 identified members 
of the VCI were neutralized. In terms of organizational goals, 
progress has been satisfactory. However, it cannot be determined 
whether the number of VC neutralized reflects an accurate picture 
of losses to the VCI, especially in view of the lack of data on the 
final disposition of those who were apprehended. 

3. A signif icant accomplishment of the Phung Hoang 
program is the degree of cooperation and coordination which has 
been generated at all levels, often where little or none previously 
existed. This includes disparate GVN officials, agencies and 
military units, and U . S. and allied agencies and military forces. 
This includes also the establishment of a country-wide system 
of province, autonomous city and district Intelligence and Operations 
Coordinating Centers becoming increasingly capable of support to 
military and territorial security as well as to anti-VCI operations. 

III. CURRENT SITUATION 

A. Implementation of Phung Hoang 

·. ·' 

' · '· 
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1. The Presidential Decree of 1 July 1968, which made 
explicit the GVN sanction for the attack on the VCI, gave the 
Phung Hoang program a much needed boost. It took approximately 
two months for the decree to permeate through GVN channels down 
to province and district operational levels, and therefore, it was 
not until late August that its influence began to be felt on a nation
wide basis. 

2. Although there are still some instances of obstructionism 
and lack of cooperation by local officials and agencies responsible 
for conducting the attack against the VCI, there has been an overall 
and continuing trend toward improved coordination within PIOCCS 
and DIOCCS. There also has b~en an increase in number and 
improvement in quality of operations conducted against the VCI. 
For example, October reports show that allied and ARVN tactical 
military units unilaterally accounted for 159 VCI neutralizations 
(11 percent of the monthly total), exceeding their previous 
accomplishments and attesting to their heightened awareness of 
the importance of attacking the Communist political organization. 
This favorable trend is expected to improve further as a result 
of strong COMUSMACV and GVN command attention to and heavy 
emphasis on Phung Hoang (and on Peoples Self-Defense). President 
Thieu in visits to III and IV Corps in early December and Interior 
Minister Khiem in a continuing series of visits to regions 
beginning late November have exhorted Corps commanders, province 
chiefs and senior police officers to press the attack on the VCI, 
recognizing especially the political challenge of the VC Liberation 
Committees. Khiem's trips have included inspections of DIOCCS. 

B. VCI Neutralizations 

1. Despite the reported neutralizations, the U.S. 
intelligence community estimates the current personnel strength 
of the VCI at roughly 82, 000. Of the 11, 066 VCI members reported 
killed, captured or rallied between 1 January and 31 October 1968, 
16. 5 percent were reported as serving in district or higher positions; 
the remaining 83. 5 percent served at village or hamlet level --
most being functionaries that the VCI can easily replace. Through 
September, the attrition rate of the VCI ran at a fairly static 1. 5 
percent per month. In October the attrition rate rose to 1. 8 percent. 

2. A review of the reports submitted during the seven-month 
period April through October, shows that 583 VCI security service 
cadre and l, 387 finance/economy personnel were neutralized. Of 
these totals, 171 of the security service cadre and 177 of the 
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finance/economy personnel held leadership positions and cannot 
easily be replaced. Within the context of the entire Communist 
infrastructure, security cadres are considered to rank in 
importance behind current affairs section secretaries and deputy 
secretaries and thus are highly important targets. With the vital 
support role played by finance I economy cadre, any eliminations 
in this category are harmful to VCI operations. Also, '·in October, 
for the first time, VCI Liberation Committees were classified as 
a top priority target and 71 committeemen, including 30 in 
leadership positions, were neutralized. 

3. Understandably, reports from the field continue to 
include large numbers of individuals only vaguely identified. 
The U.S. PHOENIX advisory staff rejects between 30 and 40 
percent of the names submitted because the lack of descriptive 
detail does not substantiate the individual's status in the VCI. 
In October, for instance, 766 names were not accepted as 
neutralized VCI; 202 were guerrillas, 50 were VC/NV A soldiers, 
and 514 were classified as having provided some service for the 
VCI; of the latter category 228 were potential VCI, but were not 
so counted due to lack of detail concerning their actual duties . 
On the brighter side, in many instances the increased pace of 
anti- VCI operations has resulted also in increased contacts with 
VC armed elements and attrition of both VC irregulars and VC 
support elements not carried as VCI. 

C. Defining VCI 

. 1. A variety of problems continue to hamper anti-VCI 
operations. Two of the most serious are: 

a) Lack of knowledge of who and what comprises 
the VCI organization by the majority of field personnel 
operating below province level; and 

b) The uneven enforcement and administration 
of existing GVN laws covering Communist insurgent 
activities and personnel. GVN authorities often feel 
that they do not have sufficient evidence to prosecute 
many of the VCI suspects apprehended. And local 
officials in some areas are reluctant to approve 
operations against VCI suspects. 

- 5 -
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. 2. To help reduce these obstacles, U.S. officials 
·developed a listing of VCI executive and significant cadre 
functions which was coordinated with the GV.N on 5 December. 
This document will be printed bilingually and disseminated 
through PHOENIX/Phung Hoang channels to field elements in 
the near future. Besides helping to eliminate the existi'ng 
confusion over who and what comprises the VCI organization, 
the document will provide a uniform basis for as signing 
priorities and selecting targets for neutralization. 

3. Equally important, the list will serve as a basis 
for proposed procedural changes regarding the processing 
of civilian detainees. PHOENIX staff/CORDS legal advisors 
have drafted a procedural guideline for the use of the local 
security committees, which would provide for uniform, 
mandatory sentencing of an accused detainee, if he is determined 
to be a PRP member, holds a position in the VCI, performs a 
cadre function, or supports the VC. 1 This classification guide
line is being coordinated with the Ministry of Interior for 
instructions to the local security committees, and will be 
proposed to the Directorate of Military Justice, for instructions 
to the various military courts. It is hoped that it will improve 
administrative-judicial handling of civil detainees by standardizing 
sentencing and simplifying judicial processing. 

D. Judicial Processing 

1. Judicial processing is one of the weakest links in 
the overall attack on the VCI. This is highlighted by the number 
of persons under detention who have not been judicially processed, 
estimated to be as high as 21, 000. It is apparent that numbers of 
innocent per sons, or at least persons also have been forced to 
perform tasks for the VC, have been arrested and held, sometimes 
for extensive periods, without a hearing. Justifiably concerned, 
the Office of the Prime Minister established special screening 
committees throughout the country to review the cases of a large 
number of civil detainees, and many have been released. On the 
other hand, real VCI and VC supporters are being released as a 
result of insufficiently severe sentences, usually on the grounds 
of lack of sufficient evidence, 

2. Although some VC civil defendants are brought to 
trial before the military or military field courts, the vast majority 
are judicially processed by the provincial security committees, 

.·. ' 
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which are the responsibility of province chiefs and are under the 
overall supervision of the Minister of Interior. The latter has 
ordered these committees to meet weekly, rather than biweekly, 
to speed up the hearing o f new cases and reduce the backlog of 
pending cases. Improved procedures and programmed increases 
in the numbers of trained special police interrogators and 
investigators should further enhance the efficiency of the provincial 
security committees. 

E. Detention Facilities 

1. Interrogation and detention facilities are inadequate 
in many areas. At the end of November 1968, there were a total 
of 38, 700 civilian confinement spaces in Vietnam, and the total 
incarcerated population was reported by GVN officials to be 
37, 689. These figures, based on the best data available, are 
considered to be accurate only for the national prison system 
which holds 32, 689 prisoners and detainees. The remaining 
5, 000 said to be held in national police detention facilities is an 
unverifiable estimate . There are four national prisons, 37 
provincial prisons and 50 existing or planned detention centers. 
Although these figures indicate that there are sufficient confine-

. ment spaces on a nation-wide basis, overcrowding still exists 
in some provinces and poor prisoner accounting procedures 
are universal. 

2. A large number of VCI suspects who were detained 
during a recent operation in Quang Due Province were allowed 
to commingle with other prisoners because of the poor detention 
facilities in Gia Nghia. Less excusable, the same thing happened 
when the prisoners were transferred to Ban Me Thuot, Darlac 
Province, where adequate facilities do exist. Before proper 
interrogation could be conducted, the suspects had changed their 
stories, and little valid evidence could be garnered to establish 
their true VCI positions or to prepare a good case for the courts 
or province security committees . 

3. The National Police and Minister of Interior are 
cognizant of these problems. The Director of Corrections has 
been authorized to transfer sentenced prisoners from one 
institution to another; this authority had been reserved to province 
chiefs. Space available at Con Son Island is being expanded, and 
sentenced VCI and other VC political prisoners with more than 
one year to serve can be moved there from mainland jails. The 
criterion may be reduced to more' than six months to serve. These 
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SE~ 
measures permit more efficient use of facilities. 

F. Prisoner Accounting System 

1. Another problem area is the lack of an effective 
accounting and control procedure for keeping track of d.etainees 
and prisoners from arrest, through trial, sentencing, detention 
arid release. The need for developing a control system is 
recognized, and work on the solution to this problem is underway. 

2. In most cases the final disposition of captured VCI 
is not known. During the first ten months o£ 1968, there were 
8, 275 VCI captured (of the total ll, 066 neutralized) . There i s 
no way to determine which of those were brought to trial, which 
were released or sentenced, or the place of detention of those 
who were sentenced . On 24 October, a list was obtained of 127 
VCI, district level or higher, who were apprehended during 
August and September , and an investigation was launched by 
the GVN to determine their location. As of early December, 
only five had been located, and those, apparently, by accident. 
The monthly neutralization reports include, at best, the last 
reported location of the captured VCI. A recent analysis of the 
monthly Phung Hoang neutralization reports only, on a country
wide basis, showed that as of the time the reports were prepared 
the last known place of detention of apprehended VCI was in the 
following facilities: 29 percent in Provincial Interrogation 
Centers, 24 percent held by National Police, 15 percent in 
provincial prisons, 13 percent in sector (military) facilities, 
eight percent in sub-sector facilities, and four percent in 
military POW facilities . The location of the remaining seven 
percent was undeterminable. 

3. Other prisoners and detainees have been granted 
amnesty on various religious and national holidays. For example, 
on National Day, President Thieu reduced the sentences of 783 
prisoners, many of whom were being held for political action. 
There is no evidence that VCI cadres have been released in this 
manner; however, there is justifiable concern that inadequate 
investigation or slipshod screening may allow important VCI 
figures to slip back into operation. 

4. There are also indications that VCI cadres with 
sufficient influence can prevent local officials from taking action 
against them, avoid apprehension, or gain easy release after 
capture. In Vinh Binh Province, local authorities prohibited a 
planned operation against some important VCI suspects because 
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of the latter's supposed connections at high GVN levels; similar 
problems are reported in other areas. 

5. Both U.S. and GVN agencies have submitted reports 
on VCI suspects who are caught more than once, having somehow . 
slipped back into freedom. Needless to say, the government 
security forces operating against the VCI are somewhat shy of 
taking risks to capture VCI suspects alive, especially for the 
second time. They have expressed their concern directly to 
the Minister of Interior. 

G. GVN Intelligence Capability 

l. The effectiveness of the attack o~ the VCI is further 
hampered by the limited professional capability of many GVN 
personnel. Personnel in those agencies tasked with gathering 
intelligence on the VCI and running operations against it, such 
as the Police Special Branch and Military Security Service, 
simply have not had the training and background for sophisticated 
intelligence work. This is especially true at the district level 
and below where the responsible GVN personnel may barely be 
able to read and write. Many have difficulty understanding the 
requirements sent down to them, let alone fulfilling them. 

2. Although the Phung Hoang program is geared primarily 
to the district level, most of the talent, intelligence information 
and reaction capability is at present found at province level. 
Information available at province level is often not fully 
disseminated down to the districts, moreover most of the districts 
are still in the process of developing the data base needed to operate 
effectively against the VCI. For this reason, to a great extent, 
operations targeted against specific individuals are not yet too 
common. Most VCI personnel are picked up in sweeps, cordon 
and search operations, or in ambushes on likely communication 
routes. 

H. Blacklists 

l. Specific targeting is the ideal goal of the anti-VCI 
campaign, and fruitful results have been obtained from a number 
of cordon and search operations using blacklists for identification. 
However, specific information is usually difficult to obtain from 
areas of poor security; therefore, there is often insufficient 

.·. 

intelligence to target against an individual. Also, security , · 
conditions in many areas simply do not permit small operations 
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against a specific individual. VCI cadres, particularly important 
ones, often live in isolated regions or in base camps which have 
strong guerrilla or regular force protection, and large military 
operations are the only feasible method of attacking them. 

2. A possible drawback to the large dragnets is the 
unreliability of some of the blacklists. It must be assumed that 
the lists do not include many key VCI figures, and at the same 
time inadvertently involve innocent people. Therefore other 
means are used, such as Hoi Chanh, when possible, for on-the-spot 
identification. 

N. FUTUREOUTLOOK 

A. Special Phung Hoang Campaign 

1. A special national Phung Hoang campaign (Phung Hoang 
Dong Tien) vias launched on 20 October to run through 15 February 
1969. Quotas have been established for each province, and all 
agencies connected with the campaign have been directed to turn 
their full attention to eliminating the VCI. Military commanders 
are instructed to give anti- VCI operations support equal to that 
given to other combat operations. Quick reaction forces are to 
be made more readily available. 

2. An: example of the cooperation of tactical forces in 
anti- VCI operations is shown in Operation MEADE RIVER, the 
largest operation of this type conducted to date, which commenced 
on 20 November in Quang Nam Province, I Corps. A 15 mile 
cordon was set up by six USMC battalions, three ARVN battalions, 
and elements of the National Police Field Force (NPFF) and a 
battalion of ROK Marines. When the cordon was secure, a sweep 
was undertaken by ARVN and NPFF forces . Residents within the 
cordon area were taken to a collection point for screening. The 
committee at the collection point included representatives from 
Chieu HoiPsyops, Armed Propaganda Teams, Civil Affairs, 
Static Census Grievance, Revolutionary Development, Public 
Health, Provincial Reconnaissance Unit, NPFF and Special Police, 
as well as province and district officials, province and district 
Phung Hoang representatives and U . S. advisors. As of 1 December 
the results of this operation were 71 VCI and 34 VC captured and 
334 enemy killed, including many North Vietnamese troops and 
some known significant members of the VCI. 
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3. Considering that the special campaign did not begin 
until 20 October, it is encouraging to note that six provinces 
fulfilled or exceeded their monthly quotas within the last ten 
days of the month. Qverall, nearly one third more VCI were 
neutralized in October {1, 459) than in September {1, 121). 

4. The outlook for November, based on reports from 
the provinces, is brighter. To date reports have been received 
from 35 provinces plus Saigon and Danang City. Audited, they 
show an increase of about 64 percent over October. If this trend 
is maintained by the thirteen provinces not yet heard from, the 
total real VCI neutralizatioz:ts rate for November should exceed 
2, 000, or about two thirds of the deliberately high monthly goal 
(3, 000) set forth in the special campaign plan. 

5. According to tentative pacification planning for 1969, 
the special campaign goals for Phung Hoang will be extended 
throughout the year. If the monthly goal of 3, 000 can be attained 
and sustained, together with the upward trend toward neutralization 
of a great proportion of key leaders and cadres, and if other, 
concomitant pacification and people-oriented programs, such as 
self-defense, also move ahead energetically, then the VCI will be 
hurt, and its political efforts blunted. 

6. The setting of goals and quotas is not the whole answer, 
however, for there must necessarily be an upgrading of GVN 
intelligence and reaction forces both in number and quality. 
Significant improvements are being carried out in training of the 
Special Police, National Police Field forces and PRU, for example, 
emphasizing intelligence and leadership skills. A 10, 000-man 
proposed augmentation to the National Police (especially to the 
Special Police) awaits National Assembly approval. Where National 
Police resources are limited, province and district chiefs are being . 
told to use other, available assets (RF-PF) or to call upon help 
from RVNAF, U.S. or other free world military forces. Far 
greater exploitation is required, too, of allied psychological 
operations resources at all levels in support of Phung Hoang. 

B. Communist Reaction 

1. The VCI definitely is beset by serious problems. Most 
of these are related to the pressures of the war. However, an 
encouragingly increasing number of them can be attributed directly 
to the anti- VCI effort. A notebook recently captured in Thua Thien 
Province in I Corps described the considerable losses among both 
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guerrillas and infrastructure personnel caused by ARVN and 
allied sweep operations. Similarly, the CMD continues to be 
a difficult operational area for the VCI. The strong security 
situation makes traveling dangerous for VCI personnel, who 
must move about lightly guarded to avoid attention, leaving 
the m more vulnerable . A captured report from VC Sub--Region 
4 dated 29 June, complained about the shortage of personnel -
stating that more than one third of the hamlets in the sub-region 
had no party members, while the quality of existing party chapters 
was below par. The chapters were described as weakened by . 
factionalism and lack of determination. A source in Binh Chanh 
District in Gia Dinh reported in early October that a VC guerrilla 
platoon had been brought in, broken down, and assigned to four 
villages to help rebuild the infrastructure. There has also been 
a series of captured documents which label the PHOENIX 
operation as a cunning, wicked plot and exhort all Liberation 
Armed Forces to be wary of and strive to wipe out the ''cruel 
die-hard agents of aggression. 11 

2 . Perhaps more telling is the increasing amount of 
broadcast time Radio Hanoi and Liberation Radio devote to 
denouncement of the allied accelerated pacification campaign. 
{APC). A Liberation Radio commentary of 3 December called 
for the implementation of the Peoples Liberation Armed Force 
(PLAF) command's order to "crush the head of the venomous 
snake PHOENIX. 11 The Communists have ordered all Peoples 
Liberation Armed Forces (PLAF) "to resolutely smash the 
U.S. -puppet rural pacification scheme, annihilate and completely 
disintegrate enemy pacification teams and to annihilate PHOENIX 
teams," which are composed of spies and intelligence agents . 

3. VC concern is further evidenced in an order for a 
guerrilla and terrorist campaign to "seek out, eliminate and 
utterly destroy" South Vietnamese central, district and local 
officials, American-South Vietnamese pacification teams working 
in rural and village areas, and allied search-and-destroy units . 
Even the 27 Nove~ber 1968 issue of Red Star has picked up the 
theme noting that accelerated pacification is actually an American 
escalation of the war . 

C. VCI Residual Capability 

1. Nonetheless, the VCI continue to exercise control of 
varying degrees of effectiveness over large segments of the 
population and to use this control to marshal support for their 
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combat and political operations. Their traditional activities 
of tax collecting, proselyting and propaganda, intelligence, 
and guerrilla and labor force recruitment are continuing at 
acceptable levels, and they have undertaken a widespread 
aggressive campaign to establish Liberation Committees and 
councils. 

2. The Communists place a high priority on recon
stituting their infrastructure losses and appear able to do so 
at least to the point that thus far their problems are not 
approaching the critical stage. Nor at this time does this 
seem likely to occur in the near future. For, despite the 
number of lower-level VCI neutralized, the hard core command 
cadres remain largely unhurt and inadequately identified for 
effective action against them. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A. Are there, then, steps which cari be taken to improve our 
combined effort to destroy or neutralize the VCI. The answer is 11yes, 11 

and of course some of these already are under way. 

l. We must continue the present strategy of combined, 
coordinated action to destroy or drive back VC/NV A Main Forces, 
to extend and consolidate territorial security and pacification, 
and to destroy or neutralize the VCI. These actions are inter
dependent. 

2. We need still further GVN command emphasis on 
Phung Hoang operations, particularly to insure the assignment 
and allocation of top-flight personnel and reaction forces to 
exploit intelligence against selected targets. 

3. Concurrently with increased emphasis on targeted 
operations (as opposed to programming, organization and 
facilities}, the GVN must, with our assistance, provide 
stepped-up training and indoctrination of personnel earmarked 
for Phung Hoang roles. 

4. Concurrently, we must somehow see to it that both 
civilian and military U.S. personnel designated as PHOENIX 
advisors are qualified intelligence officers with backgrounds in 
counterintelligence, positive intelligence collection, or police 
intelligence investigation operations. A maximum number of 
these individuals should be trained in the Vietnamese language. 
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The absence of language ability, particularly at the DIOCC 
level, is the greatest single bar to effectiveness. 

5. We must give greater heed to providing ne cessary, 
flexibl e support to operations at district and province level, 
in terms of temporary or short-term detention facilit ies 
adjacent to DIOCCS or district police offices; of intelligence 
and support contingency funds; of assignment of additional 
intelligence NCOS in priority areas of heaviest operational 
activity; and of additional helicopter support for sustained 
operations. 

6. We must take and are taking urgent measures to 
instruct and orient Vietnamese, U.S. and other free world 
personnel in the identification and modus operandi of the 
VCI, and in the role s which our various forces and agencies 
can best play, and in the techniques found by current experience 
to be most productive in VCI neutralizations . 

7. Finally, and possibly most important, the lessons 
· learned by all GVN agencies participating in the Phung Hoang 
program now may serve as the glue to hold them together when 
they are forced to fight the political machinations of the VCI 
in the post hostilities period. 
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